triumph of the machine over man—serves only to quicken man's ultimate
subjection to the entrenched machine of 'capital'. It is interesting to
observe that we have no United States equivalent of the English Cockney
to stand out against the universal standardizing practised upon us in our
nation.
To stand up against that standardizing is the architect's real job as I see it,
I wish I could have clearly seen it, instead of only feeling it many years ago
when I walked out of the University of Wisconsin—to take the open road.
Measured over the great areas, the living human-interest today should
be persistently uneducated, inspired to try along this fresh contact of free-
individuality with growing faith in the freedom of work in and for sun-
light and air in the breadth and beauty of the new spacing, the new scale,
with and of the new ground. That I arn sure is the greater human interest
in our Democracy such as and where it is, and that should now charac-
terize our free land even though it might be necessary to close the
universities, museums and especially the ait institutes now to get it into
effect. Were I a Rockefeller—Ford—or Du Pont, I mean as rich, I would
buy up our leading universities—close them and hang out the sign—
closed by the beneficence of one, Frank Lloyd Wright.
'TASTE', THE TRAVESTY
Taste is still a matter of ignorance. But let us, for the purposes of this
hour together, not regard this all too characteristic recession by way of
'educated' taste, our fashionable eclecticisms, too seriously. Let it be as it
is, travesty, not tragedy. And proceed to pick up the latest architectural
issue in sight. Miss Flat-top has, innocently, perhaps hopefully even, been
calling it a bad name, 'modernistic'. Let us stop a moment to think . , *
and reason a while together concerning her infatuation.
Such licentious waste of ourselves as we have called 'Taste* in getting
ourselves built does become, at long last, more vitally important than
Education. No eclectic affair, nor any eclecticism whatever can see our
national life struggle coming along toward us so fast in this twentieth
century. 'Out of the ground into the light' is the true way of growth. Not
groping or fancifully two-stepping by way of more artificial background
into complete outer darkness. We have had quite enough of background
seen as foreground. Now let us clearly see background as background and
we will advance.
Sheldon Cheney somewhere said, truly, in his book, New World
Architecture, I think it was, 'we are, as a nation, standing at the begin-
ning of a world slope in this obscured human interest called architecture.'
Well... we as a people, can descend culturally no lower than we are, so
however steep or slow that upward slope may be for us, it can only be
toward toward the time when it will be just as natural for things to be
gej0fcd*ie and grow beautiful as it is nowadays for things to be false and
remaiii ugly. Great art has always been inseparably connected with the
full bfoom of a. country's life? Wherever art has declined—that is to say,
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